Revision B has the following changes:

- Updated images for the Evidence Search Updates and Multicam Playback sections.
- Added information that Multicam Playback is a Pro License Tier feature and can only be viewed by users assigned to a Pro role.
- Added the section Evidence Sync Update Information.
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Evidence Search Updates

With the February release we have updated the Evidence search functionality to improve search speeds, simplify the standard search layout, while retaining advanced search capabilities, and provide additional controls for how search results are displayed. We also introduced a search refresh that automatically updates the search results as users enter filter information.

The updated search functionality applies when searching All Evidence, My Evidence, and Shared Evidence. When a user clicks Evidence on the menu bar, the standard search filters are shown at the top of the page. If the user clicks My Evidence, then their name is automatically entered in the User or Group filter.

Clicking Show Advanced Search shows additional search filter inputs.
The search results only show evidence files that match all the search filters that you set. When the search is completed, users can select how the search results are shown and sorted.

Search results can be shown in table view (default) or gallery view. The table view shows the results as a list, while the gallery view shows images for the results. Examples of the table and gallery views are shown below.

Search results can be sorted by result (Recorded On (default), ID, Title, Owner, Uploaded By, or Uploaded On) and in ascending or descending order using the Sort By and Sort Order controls. When using the table view, the sort by and order can also be changed by clicking on the column titles.
Evidence Mapping Updates

In the February release we have updated the evidence mapping feature to improve the functionality and add GPS tracking and marking information.

The improved map location view has been moved to the upper-right portion of the evidence view page.

As with the previous mapping information, a user can click on the location edit icon to add a location to the evidence. The updated map location view includes the option to zoom in or out and rotate the map.

- Click + to zoom-in on the map
- Click - to zoom-out on the map
- Click and hold on the compass, and then drag your cursor on the map to rotate the map. Clicking on the compass again will re-orient the map.

Map Tracking

The Map Tracking feature works with Axon Fleet cameras and with Axon Body 2 and Axon Flex 2 cameras that are paired with the Axon View app. Note that for body worn cameras GPS must be enabled in Axon View for the GPS feature to function correctly.
During video playback, the location shown on the map changes as the GPS position of the camera updates. Pausing the video will show the approximate address in the location field below the map. Markers added to the video will appear as additional pins on the location map. Viewers can click on a pin to jump to that marker position in the video for easier navigation. Clicking on the MPH button will allow users to toggle the speed overlay on the video.

**Multicam Playback (Pro License Tier)**

Multicam playback allows videos that were recorded by different cameras but in the same location and time to be viewed together. This allows users to view an incident from different vantage points at the same time. With the initial release, up to four videos can be viewed at the same time. Multicam playback will be added to all Axon Body 2, Axon Flex 2, and Fleet system cameras as part of the v1.9 camera firmware release, which will begin deployment in March, 2017. This feature is offered under the Pro License tier. It is available for users with a Pro role and is not available for users with Lite or Basic roles.

During video recording, cameras with v1.9 or later firmware will note when other Axon cameras are recording in the same vicinity and add that information to the video file. When videos are uploaded to Evidence.com, that information is included in the upload so that the multicam playback option can be used.
When viewing evidence, the multicam action is shown as an option for any videos that are noted as having other videos that were recorded in the same vicinity at the same time.

### Selecting Videos for Playback

When the user clicks **Multicam** on the evidence view, the multicam evidence selection page is shown and the user can select up to four related videos for simultaneous viewing. The upper section of the page shows the currently selected videos and the lower section has the list of related videos.

- Users can add a new video by clicking on a new tile in the upper section and then clicking the video name in the related video list.
- Users can change videos by clicking the tile in the upper section to select the video that will be replaced and then clicking the video name in the related video list.
- When all the videos have been selected, user can launch the playback by clicking **Launch Multicam**.
• Clicking **Back to Evidence** returns the user to the originally selected evidence view page.

**Viewing Multiple Videos**

The multicam playback is launched, the selected videos are requested from the system and synchronized. The upper section of page shows the videos and standard media player options, while the lower section shows information about the evidence files.

During playback, videos that do not start at the beginning of the sequence show a message bar that states when the video will start. This allows users to easily know when a video will begin playing, so they can quickly jump to the point when all videos are active.

Since each video can have its own audio, an additional audio selector control was added to the media player controls. The audio selector is in the center of the media player controls and is used to select which audio track is used during playback.
Clicking on the audio selector shows which audio is being used and allows the user to select different audio. After selecting the new audio the system reloads the videos, so there might be a delay between selecting a new audio and being able to restart video playback.

### New Privacy Level Statement

We have implemented a Privacy Level Statement effective January 9th, 2017. The privacy statement applies to usage of the Evidence.com service and related offerings. We encourage you to review the new Privacy Level Statement (www.axon.io/trust/pls) and familiarize yourself with the content which includes confirmations of Axon's commitments to data security, ownership, location, collection, transfer and usage.

### Evidence.com Role and Permission Changes

The February update adds two new pre-configured roles, Lite User and Lite Armorer, and a new Permission setting, CEW Administration.
The Lite User and Lite Armorer roles are locked roles designed for users that only work with TASER Conducted Electrical Weapons (CEW) logs and TASER CAM videos. The Lite Armorer role acts as a CEW administrator and can reassign agency CEW devices, change CEW settings, and upload any CEW logs.

Users assigned to the Lite User and Lite Armorer roles do not count toward the paid licenses for an agency.

The CEW Administration permission allows a user to reassign agency CEW devices, change CEW settings, and upload any CEW logs. Roles must have the User Search and Device Search permissions enabled in order to enable the CEW Administration permission.

For existing roles that have the Device Administration permission set to allowed, the new CEW Administration permission will be set to allowed. This allows the role to maintain all originally intended permissions.

### Issues Resolved in Evidence.com February 2017

We resolved the following issue in this Evidence.com release:

- **Evidence Sharing Notification**: After adding new evidence to a previously shared case and re-sharing the case, the incorrect email template was being used for case update notification.

- **Evidence View**: The download option was incorrectly shown for some shared evidence.

- **Evidence Management**: When trying to view information in the Shared Evidence tab, some users were receiving an error message due to the Share Duration being set to more than 24,000 days.

- **Evidence Sharing**: When entering the name of a user when sharing a case using a Chrome browser, the name selection list became narrow and did not show all the user’s information.

- **Evidence Sharing**: Some users were unable to re-share to other my.Evidence.com users.
Evidence Sync Update Information

In the recent update of Evidence Sync (v3.15.51), users will notice the **Pre-Event Buffering Seconds** setting has options for 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120. These options are in preparation for upcoming Evidence.com, Axon Body 2 and Axon Flex 2 firmware releases, and will be available in the future.

Axon View for iOS Updates

Axon View for iOS will receive an update in early March with the following enhancements:

- Users can add multiple categories to a given piece of evidence. This allows users to add more than one category to a piece of evidence in the field instead of having to wait until the evidence is uploaded to Evidence.com.

Axon Capture for Android Updates

Axon Capture for Android will receive an update at the end of February with the following changes:

- Added a Mute button option that pauses recording when pressed. This allows the user to prevent information from being captured on the evidence without having to stop a recording.

- Added the ability for recording to continue when the user’s phone enters standby-mode.

Axon Academy

We are happy to announce the launch of Axon Academy, your go-to online resource for learning more about your TASER smart weapon, Axon camera, Evidence.com account, and how each of these components interface with other areas of the Axon ecosystem. Supported by the Police One web infrastructure, it’s a convenient and secure way of accessing information to help you use your Axon components in the best possible way.

Please visit [Axon Academy](https://academy.axon.io/) to register for your free account and browse all Axon Academy courses and training events in your area. Note that Axon Academy content is currently only available in English, but localized content is planned.
Centralized Knowledge Resources

Axon Academy is a learning management system that connects your agency and its users with available content to help them learn more about their Axon products. Within the site, there are three different ways to learn:

- **On-demand e-learning**: each of these modules address a different element of the Axon ecosystem, and provide a self-paced, individual learning experience whenever is convenient for your users
- **Virtual training courses**: these courses are offered live via the web, and give your users the ability to participate in a class and interact with the instructor
- **Certification programs**: our comprehensive certification programs provide learners pull together a specified list of resources for a user to complete in order to quantify knowledge in a particular area (CEWs, Evidence.com, Axon cameras).

The resources in these areas are all developed and maintained by subject matter experts and are designed to provide a simple and straightforward way of learning more about a specific topic. The breadth and quality of training continues to grow as our product and service offering expands.

Ease of Use

The Axon Academy interface was designed to get you up to speed, quickly. This means no more wasted time spent searching for a specific course or resource, you can quickly find your topic of interest and be on with your day. You can also easily register for an Instructor Course and provide payment in a matter of minutes. The main navigation structure in the site gets a boost from our content organization - it clearly outlines what you can access on a given page.

Please visit Axon Academy (https://academy.axon.io/) to register for your free account.

TASER | Axon Help Center

We are officially launching the new Help Center at the end of February. The Help Center provides a central location for product manuals, procedures, frequently asked questions, and troubleshooting tips for working with TASER devices, Axon devices, and Axon software and applications.

You can visit the beta version of TASER | Axon Help Center at https://help.taser.com/hc.